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Abstract. The extension problem for rectangular matrices with values in Ba-

nach algebra to an invertible square matrix is investigated. For this problem

to be solvable for a matrix D , the following condition is necessary: for every

maximal ideal m of the algebra, the numerical matrix D(m) must have max-

imal rank. This condition is sufficient for many algebras, for example, for the

algebras H°°(R) of bounded analytic functions in a plane finitely connected

domain R and to Sarason subalgebras in the algebra H°° .

For any algebra A let us introduce spaces of vectors and matrices with values

in A :

An := {aj e A: 1 < i < n},        Ank := {a,j e A: 1 < i <n, 1 < j < k).

All algebras will be assumed to be commutative, Banach, and to have unit

(briefly CBU) over the field C unless otherwise declared. When k < n there

exists a natural projection pr from A„>n on Ank , if B e A„,„ then pr(fi),j -

Bij, I <i <n, 1 < j < k.
Let us study the following problem: for which matrices D from An k does

there exist an invertible matrix B in the algebra A„ _ „ that extends the matrix

D, D — pr(fi) ? For the solvability of this problem the following local condition

is necessary: for every maximal ideal m of the algebra A the numerical matrix

D(m) from Cn<k must have maximal rank. This is equivalent to the next

condition: for every maximal ideal m of the algebra, the numerical matrix

D(m) must be left invertible,

(LI) inf{|£>(m)y|: m e M(A), y e Ck , \y\ = 1} > 0.

Let us say that for the algebra A condition (C) is fulfilled if for all k < n and

all matrix-valued functions D with condition (LI) there exists some extension

to an invertible element of the algebra A„ t n

(C)        VnVrcVD eAnkDe (LI) => 3B e An>n ,  D = pr(fi),  B~x £An>„.

Such algebras were studied in [5], where it was shown that for all algebras

A with maximal ideal space DJl(A) homotopic to a point or CW-complex of
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dimension one or two, condition (C) is fulfilled. In [10, Theorem 4] the author

proved, with the help of the Lax-Halmos theorem (briefly LH-theorem), that the

algebra H°° of bounded analytic functions in the unit disc D = {zeC: \z\ < 1}

satisfies the same condition. The connection between condition (C) and the LH-

theorem is discussed in the first theorem of this paper, where it is shown that

condition (C) is equivalent to some weak variant of the LH-theorem, given

later. Examples of subalgebras in H°° with this condition (Sarason algebras)

are given. For algebras of bounded analytic functions in plane finitely connected

domains, this condition is fulfilled too. Theorem 4, in the second part of the

paper, as well as its first corollary were mainly proved in [5], and we present

them here for completeness. In the last theorem of this paper the connection

between the dimension of the maximal ideal space of an algebra and property

(C) is investigated. For example, it is proved there that if the maximal ideal

space of an algebra is a CW-complex of dimension not greater than four, then

condition (C) is fulfilled, but for dimension five this is not always true.

1. Condition (wLH) and subalgebras of H°°

Let us associate with every matrix D from An k the transposed matrix DT

from Akn and the operator MD<A of multiplication by the matrix D, acting

from Ak to A„

Dlj.= Dj,i,        l<i<k,l<j<n;

MD,A(C):=D-C,        CeAk.

Let us say that a CBU-algebra A satisfies condition (wLH) if for every matrix

G from Akn with the property Gr e (LI) there exists a matrix H from

Ann_k such that for the kernel of the multiplication operator the following

formula is true:

(wLH) keT(MG,A) = Im(MH<A) = H'A„_k.

Theorem 1. For every CBU-algebra, conditions (wLH) and (C) are equivalent.

The following lemma was proved in [ 1 ] with the help of a noncommutative

generalization of the Gelfand theory of the maximal ideal for commutative

Banach algebras. We present here another proof.

Lemma 1. For every CBU-algebra A and for every matrix D from Ank with

property D e (LI) one can find a matrix G from Akn such that G • D = Ik ,

where Ik is the identity k-dimensional matrix.

Proof of Lemma 1. If q is a k-element subset in the index interval from 1 to

n , let La be the determinant of submatrix of the matrix D with numbers of

columns from a. Then L is in Am for some number m. Since the matrix

D has maximal rank elsewhere on „£(A), the vector L is nonzero on J((A)

and there exists a vector N e Am such that J^a La- Na = 1 . Let L'J be the

algebraic supplement of the element DJt in La if j e a and zero otherwise, and

let Gjj :— 5Z„ L'J • Na . According to the well-known properties of determinant,

]TV L'J • Djk = dik • La and so,

(GD)ik = £ Gij ■ Djk = £ VJ - Na ■ D]k = Sik • I £ La • Na J = Slk.   D
j j, a \  " I
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let the algebra A satisfy condition (wLH) and let D e

An,k > D £ (LI). Then according to Lemma 1 one can find a matrix G from

Aky„ such that G • D — Ik . Let us apply the property (wLH) to the matrix G;
then we have ker(MG jA) = H'An_k for some matrix H from Ann._k. For the

matrix J := In-D-G, we have G• J = 0. Let us define 7, as the /th column

of the matrix J ; then 7, e A„, G • J,■■ = 0, /, 6 Ker(MG) = H • An_k , and for
some column Sj from An_k we have 7, = H • Sj. Let us define the matrix S

as S = (SX,S2,...,S„) e An_ky„ ; then J = H -S and D-G + H -S = /„ .
So D = pr(F), where the matrix F := (Z), H)  is invertible in ^4„ „  and

F~X = © •

On the other hand, if G lies in Akt„ and GT satisfies condition (LI), then

it follows from condition (C) that there exists a matrix L invertible in A„y„

such that C7T = pr(L). Let LT = (°), where S e An_k>„ and M := (LT)~X,

M = (D,H), D e A„yk, H e A„t„_k. Then M • LT''= D • G + H ■ S = /„
and, therefore, ker(MGtA) C Im(Af//,^)- Because M is both right and left

inverse to LT, we have LT • M = In and G • H = 0; therefore, Im(M// ^) =

ker(MG>j4).   □

Let us introduce some new notions for formulating the LH-theorem for the

algebra H°° . A linear space M is called a module over an algebra A if there

exists an M-valued bilinear form on Ax M. An ^-invariant subspace of any

module is called a submodule.

LH-Theorem. If M is a weak-star closed submodule of the H°°-module H%° ,

then for some k the module M can be represented as M = *F • H%°, where

¥ e H%°k is a left unimodular matrix, that is, *P • ¥ = Ik . If two such modules

¥ • H™ and © • H™ are equal, then k = m and ¥ = © • V, where V is a

matrix from the group U(k) of unitary operators in Ck .

For example this theorem can be taken from monograph [7], where in Corol-

lary 6 on p. 33 the description of a closed submodule of the H°°-module H2

was given in detail and on pp. 45-47 necessary modifications for the case of

other spaces is described.
A subalgebra X of the algebra F°°(T) of bounded functions on the circle

T={zeC:|z| = l} containing H°° is called a Douglas algebra if it is closed,

and a generalized Douglas algebra if

feX, ||/||oc< l=>l/(l-f) ex.

Let us define for every such algebra (briefly GD-algebra) the analytic Sarason

algebra QXA :=IflH°° . In the author's papers [11, 12], the Corona theorem

for such algebras is proved, so the disk D is dense in Wl(QXA) and condition

(LI) can be rewritten as

inf{\D(z)y\:zeB,yeCk,\y\ = l}>0.

Theorem 2. For every GD-algebra X the Sarason algebra QXA fulfills condi-

tion (C).

Proof. Let us check that the algebra QXA fulfills condition (wLH). Let a matrix

G belong to QXAk „ and suppose that for Gr condition (LI) is fulfilled. Then

according to Lemma 1 there exists D from QXAnk such that G • D = Ik .
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Since G lies in Hkxn, ke^Mojfoo) is a submodule of the 7/°°-module H%°

that is closed in weak-star topology. According to the LH-theorem, ker(MG Hx)

is equal to H-H^_k for a left unimodular matrix H from H£°n_k. If we repeat

the proof of the previous theorem, there exists a matrix S from H^k n such

that D-G + H-S = In, D = pr(F), where F := (D, H) and F~x = (J). Let
us check that 5 e QXAn_kn ,

S = H*HS = H*(I„ -D-G)e Tl^~n - QXAn,n c X~^n,

S e H^_kn n Xn_kn = QXAn_kn.

That is why F~x e QXAn,n, and so det(F) e QXA, det(F)"1 e H°° . As
a special case of the Corona theorem proved in [11, 12], we have for such

algebras det(F)-1 6 QXA . According to the formula for an inverse matrix we

have F 6 QXA„n and H = pr(F) e QXAn „_k . To complete the proof let
us check that if g e ker(MGtQXA) then g e H-QXAn_k . But ker(MGyQXA) C

k<zr(MGyHoo) = H • H™k , and so g = H -v , v e H™k ; then v = H* • g e

(H1f[k~n-Tn)cXrk andveQXAn_k.   u

In particular, Theorem 2 can be applied to the usual Sarason algebras for the

case when X is a Douglas algebra. Another example: let Bs A be the analytic

Besov space of functions in the disk D, l<p,q<oo,s>Q; then HaonBspq4

and Mult(fip ^ are QA^4-algebras for some GD-algebras X [11, 12], where

Mult(fiLJ is the algebra of multipliers of the space Bs A .

Previously for the Banach algebras, the property of coherence was examined,

which can be formulated in the following way: for every matrix function Q

from A„tk, the module ker(MG A) is finitely generated. This property is con-

siderably different from property (wLH) defined in this paper, which can be

seen from the result: the Sarason algebra QXA corresponding to a Douglas

algebra X is coherent if and only if QXA = H°° [6].

Theorem 3. For any finitely connected plane domain R the algebra H°°(R) of

bounded analytic functions fulfills condition (C).

The proof can be obtained from Theorem 1 and

Lemma 2. If M is a weak-star closed submodule of the H°°(R)-module

H°C(R)„, then for some k the module M can be represented as M — H -

H°°(R)k , where H from H°°(R)nyk is a left invertible matrix.

Proof of the lemma. The domain R has D, the unit disk, as its universal cov-

ering domain; let G be the associated group of automorphisms of D. The

algebra H°°(R) can then be identified with the subalgebra Hf? of G-invariant

functions from the algebra H°° , and the module M can be identified with a

/7£° -submodule in HGK'n. Let N be the weak-star closed H°° -module generated

by M. Then by the LH-theorem, N = x¥ • Hjf , where ¥ is a left unimodular

function. If A is an element of the group G then *F • rY£° = *F o A • Hg° ,

and so yV(A(z)) = *¥(z) • a(A) for all z in D, where a(A) is a matrix from

U(k). It is evident that such a mapping a is a homomorphism of the group G

to the group U(k). Let H°°(B, a) be the space of all functions in Hjf with

property f(A(z)) = a(A)* • f(z) forall z from D and all A from C7. Then
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N n Hf? - Y • H°°(B, a), and by a theorem of Grauert [3] there exists an in-

vertible function Q in Hkxk with the property that Q(A(z)) = a(A)*-Q(z) for

all z in D and all A in G. Then W-QeH™^ k and NnHg3 = y¥-Q-H£k
and the function *F • Q corresponds to some left invertible function H from

H°°(R)njc. The only fact we have to check is the equality N n H™ = M. By

Forelli's theorem [2] there exists a weak-star continuous //^-linear projection

F from H°° to //g°. If / e N n //g0 then / is the limit of a sequence of

functions fk of the form ^ = J2lL\ 8ik'nik where g,^ e H°° , hik e M. Since
F{gik • hik) = F{gik) • hik . we have F(fk) e M and then feM.   D

2. Condition (C) in terms of modules and vector bundles

Condition (C) can be reformulated in terms of modules and vector bundle

theory. We recall some definitions given in more detail in [9] and [4], respec-

tively. A module M over an algebra A is called free if for some k it is

isomorphic to the module Ak and projective if for some module N the direct

sum of modules M © N is free. Two modules M and N are called stably

isomorphic if for some k the modules M ® Ak and N © Ak are isomorphic.

A complex vector bundle £ over a compact K is a continuous function from

the topological space E to K such that for all x in K the set p~x(x) has

the structure of the vector space Ck and one can find a neighborhood U of

the point x, for which the subbundle p~x([/)—►[/ is trivial, where a bundle

is trivial if it is isomorphic to the canonical projection from U x Ck to the

first factor of the cartesian product. A section of a bundle £, is a continuous

function q from K to E such that p °q = id# . By the symbol Q." we mean

the n-dimensional trivial bundle over K, isomorphic to the projection from

K xCk into K. Two bundles £ and n are called stationarily equivalent if for

some m and n the direct sums £ © f2m and f/ © Q" are isomorphic. Real

vector bundles can be defined in a completely similar way.

Theorem 4. Let A be a CBU-algebra with maximal ideal space K. The follow-

ing conditions are equivalent:

(1) The algebra A satisfies condition (C).

(2) The algebra C(K) of all continuous functions on the compact K satisfies

condition (C).
(3) Every finitely generated projective module over the algebra A  that is

stably isomorphic to a free one is free.

(4) The same as (3) but for the algebra C(K).
(5) Every vector bundle over K that is stationarily equivalent to the trivial

one is trivial.

Proof. The equivalence (1) •<=> (2) is a consequence of the following theorem

in [5]: a matrix C from Ank can be extended to an invertible matrix B from

A„y„ if and only if it can be extended to an invertible matrix D in C(K)„,„ .

The equivalence (3) o (4) is a consequence of the theorem in [8] about the

existence of natural isomorphism between categories of finitely generated pro-

jective modules over the algebras A and C(K). Both these theorems can be

found in [9, pp. 179, 196]. The equivalence (4) <=> (5) is a consequence of the

isomorphicity of the category of the vector bundles and the category of finitely
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generated projective modules over the algebra C(K). The isomorphism asso-

ciates with every vector bundle over K the space of its continuous sections,

and it is easy to verify that this will be a projective C(K) module.

Let us check that (5) =*■ (2). Let condition (5) of the theorem be true and

D e (LI). Then the matrix D from C(K)nk determines some k-dimensional

subbundle E of the trivial n-dimensional bundle Q" . E itself is trivial too: E

is isomorphic to Qk . Then for the orthogonal bundle E1- we have E1- © Qk =

Q", and Fx is stationarily equivalent to the trivial bundle Qn~k. By our

assumption, E1- is equivalent to the trivial bundle and can be defined by an

element F in C(K)nn_k. Then the matrix G :- (D, F) is an invertible

element of C(K)„y„ and D = pr(G).
Let us check that (2) => (5). Suppose condition (2) of the theorem is true

and the bundle E is stationarily equivalent to the trivial bundle Qm , so that

there exists a number k such that E © Qk is equivalent to Qm+k . Then the

subbundle Clk can be defined by some matrix C e C(K)m+kk. Since the

inclusion E in Cim+k is an injection, condition (LI) is satisfied for the matrix

C and we can apply the theorem to it. So for some trivial bundle F we have

that the bundles F © £lk and Qm+k are isomorphic, so F is isomorphic to

Qm . Now it is easy to verify that the orthogonal projection F on E in Q,k+m

defines an isomorphism of E to the trivial bundle.   □

Let us say that for a compact K the condition (Ext) is satisfied if for the alge-

bra C(K) all conditions of Theorem 4 are met. Because the homotopy between

the topological spaces defines an isomorphism between the vector bundles, we

have following consequences:

Corollary 1 (Lin [5]). Let K\, K2 be two homotopy compacts and suppose con-

dition (Ext) is satisfied for Kx. Then condition (Ext) is satisfied for K2 as well;

condition (Ext) is fulfilled for K if the compact K is homotopic to a point.

Corollary 2. Condition (Ext) is satisfied for the compact Wl(QXA) for all Banach

GD-algebras X.

It was shown in [5] in our notation that if K is a CW-complex of dimension

not greater than two then condition (Ext) is satisfied. In the following theorem

we show that the maximal possible dimension for this case is equal to four.

In the same theorem, real Banach algebras are investigated, too. The previous

discussion does not depend on the choice of the field, but we must change

condition (Ext).

Theorem 5. Let the maximal ideal space Wl(A) of some CBU-algebra A be a

CW-complex of dimension n . Then

1. If A is an algebra over the field C and n < 4, then the algebra A satisfies

condition (C). This statement is not correct for n = 5: the algebra C(S5) does

not meet condition (C), where S5 denotes the unit sphere of the dimension 5.

2. If A is an algebra over field R and n < 1, then the algebra A satisfies

condition (C). This statement is not correct for n = 2: the algebra Cr(S2) does

not meet condition (C) where CR(S2) is the algebra of continuous real-valued

functions on S2.

Lemma 3. (1) Let K be a CW-complex of dimension n and £ be a vector

bundle over K of dimension m, which is stationarily equivalent to the trivial
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one. If the bundle is over the field C and 2m > n, or over the field R and

m > n + 1, then the bundle £ is trivial.
(2) If the matrix D is from C(K)Ptp_x for some compact K and number p

and meets condition (LI), then there exists an extension of the matrix D to an

invertible one.

Proof of the lemma. The first part of the lemma is proved in [4, Theorem 8.1.5],

so let us check the second part. Let F, be the determinant of the matrix obtained

by crossing out the /th column in matrix D, i — 1,2, ... , p . Since the rank

of the matrix D is p - 1 everywhere on the compact K, the vector F is never

zero on the K and there exists a vector G in C(K)P , so that

FXGX -F2G2 + --- + (-iy-xFpGp = 1.

Now we can take the direct sum Z)©G as the desired invertible extension.   □

Proof of the theorem. While proving Theorem 4 we showed that the statement

about the triviality of all vector bundles of dimension m over compact K

is equivalent to the possibility of finding invertible extensions for all matrices

with codimension m . The second statement of the lemma guarantees that this

problem can always be solved when m - 1. The affirmative part of the theorem

can be obtained from the first part of Lemma 3 with m-2.

Some results from [4] are necessary for constructing examples. Let us cut

the sphere Sn along the subsphere Sn~x into two bowls, which topologically

are balls D" of the dimension n . Then the class \ectk(Sn) of the isomor-

phic k-dimensional vector bundles on S" can be identified with the (n - l)th

homotopy group of the unitary group U(k): Vectk(Sn) £ nn_x(U(k)). Then

the class K(Sn) of the stationarily equivalent vector bundles on the sphere S"

is isomorphic to lim^00(Vecti(.S'")) [4]. Since nA(U(2)) s n^S3) = Z2 and

n4(U(k)) £ 0 for k > 3 [4], we have Z2 S Vect2(5'5) ± K(S5) * 0, so that

condition (Ext) is not fulfilled for the sphere S5.
Similar calculations can be made for the field R, but in this case we can

present a concrete counterexample: the tangential bundle x(S2) of the sphere
S2 is stationarily equivalent to the trivial bundle, but is not trivial. In terms

of matrices: the 3-dimensional field (x, y, z) on the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 1

cannot be complemented to a matrix-valued field of dimension 3x2 with rank

2, because the projection of the complementing field on the tangential bundle of

the sphere would produce a nondegenerating tangential field, which is impossible

[4].    □
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